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ABSTRACT 

The present study deals with the effect of inflow shear and 
ventilation openings on the flow around a surface mounted cube 
embedded in a turbulent boundary layer. In total, 8 different 
combinations of upstream boundary layer, cube orientation and 
openings distribution on the cube sides are examined for a 
Reynolds number of 24000, based on the cube side and free 
stream velocity at the cube height. The effect of the shear is 
significant, altering the mean flow patterns both above and 
downstream of the cube. Higher inflow shear leads to earlier 
reattachment, and modified flow patterns in the wake. The 
openings appear to also significantly alter the flow topology in 
the vicinity of the cube, with a less pronounced effect on the 
pressure distribution. 

 
 

INTRODUCTION 
The configuration of a surface mounted prism exposed to a 

turbulent boundary layer has been the subject of numerous 
experimental studies in the past (Castro and Robins 1977, Kawai 
and Nishimura, 1996; Kawai, 2002; Marwood and Wood, 1997; 
Tieleman and Akins, 1996; Tieleman et al, 2003). Most of these 
investigations, however, dealt with the unsteady aerodynamics 
forces that are experienced by the prism, particularly the roof. 
Focus was therefore placed on the mechanisms responsible for 
instances of extreme forces and how these are related to the 
upstream boundary layer characteristics such as turbulence 
intensity, length scale and profile shape.  

It has been documented (Costola et al., 2010) that the surface 
pressure distribution is an important parameter when calculating 
ventilation and infiltration rates and consequently issues of air 
quality in and around the building. However, there is only a 

limited number of studies dealing with the of effect of the 
upstream boundary layer characteristics on the surface pressure 
distribution, especially when there are openings on the surfaces of 
the prism (Van Moeseke et al., 2005; Syrios and Hunt, 2008). 

In the present study, the case of a surface mounted cube at 
two different orientations (0o and 45o) exposed to an upstream 
turbulent boundary layer is examined. The effects of the boundary 
layer’s turbulence characteristics as well as the presence of 
openings on its vertical faces are investigated.  

 
EXPERIMENTAL SET UP 
Wind tunnel and cube model 

All experiments were performed in the large (3.5m x 
2.5m x 12.0m – width x height x length) test section of the 
National Technical University of Athens wind tunnel. The 
building model (Figure 1) was a cube of 0.11m height 
made from 5mm thick plexiglass sheets with slot openings 
of 90x6 mm2 on each vertical side. The openings 
correspond to 4.5% of each side area and may be fully or 
partially covered, depending on the desired opening 
orientation and distribution. 42 pressure taps were fitted to 
one of the vertical sides and another 49 to the roof of the 
cube. The tubing was concealed using a second layer of 
plexiglass and a 22x22 mm hollow column in the centre of 
the cube in order to clearly define the inner geometry of the 
cube. Measurements of surface pressures on all sides of 
the cube with respect to the flow were performed by rotating 
the turntable, at the centre of which the cube was mounted. 

Two different upstream boundary layers were examined using 
a combination of spires and roughness elements (Irwin, 1981) in 
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order to vary mean velocity profiles, surface shear stress, 
turbulence intensity and length scales.  

Two different opening configurations were examined in order 
to investigate the effects on the pressure distribution and on the 
flow in and around the cube. One configuration had all the 
openings closed, while the other had two openings open, namely 
those at the upstream and downstream side of the cube. Each 
configuration was measured at 0° and 45° incidence and for both 
boundary layer profiles.  

Table 1 lists the cases examined in this study. For simplicity, 
the two configurations are referred to as Closed and Open in the 
following paragraphs, while the two different inflow profiles are 
named based on their mean velocity shear characteristic, although 
naturally more parameters change at the same time. 

 

 
Figure 1. Plexiglass cube with visible slot openings, pressure tap 
positions and the inner column concealing the pressure tubing. 

 
Measurement set up 

Surface pressure measurements were performed using a 
pressure scanner (FCS421, Furness Controls Ltd) and a 
differential manometer (FCO16, Furness Controls Ltd), while a 
TSI Inc. IFA 300 measurement system was used for the hot wire 
measurements in the cube wake.  

Two 4Mpixel cameras and TSI Inc. equipment and software 
were used for the Stereo Particle Image Velocimetry (PIV) tests. 
The cameras were located at the sides of the model and the laser 
sheet was directed to the desired location by means of a mirror 
located on the wind tunnel traverse system, well above the cube. 

Measurements were taken at 7 planes for both orientations, as 
shown schematically in Figure 2 to Figure 5. At each plane, 
measurements were taken for all four cases given in Table 1. Two 
additional planes were measured for the rotated cases, as shown 
in Figure 5. For each plane, 1000 snapshots were taken and the 
results presented here are the averaged data.  

 
 

Table 1. The cases examined in the present study 
Case Inflow Openings Incidence 

1 High Shear Closed 0° 
2 High Shear Open 0° 
3 Low Shear Closed 0° 
4 Low Shear Open 0° 
5 High Shear Closed 45° 
6 High Shear Open 45° 
7 Low Shear Closed 45° 
8 Low Shear Open 45° 

 
Figure 2. Side view of the measurement planes for the 0° 
orientation. The flow is from right to left and the cube is dark 
blue. 

 
Figure 3. Top view of the measurement planes for the 0° 
orientation. The flow is from right to left and the cube is dark 
blue. 

 
Figure 4. Side view of the measurement planes for the 45° 
orientation. The flow is from right to left and the cube is dark 
blue. 
 

 
Figure 5. Top view of the measurement planes for the 45° 
orientation. The flow is from right to left and the cube is dark 
blue. Dashed lines indicate additional measurement planes (A’45, 
D’45) for the Open configuration. 
 

A pulse separation time of 85 µsec was used as higher values 
would increase the measurement noise and make peak detection 
harder. The corresponding minimum resolved velocity (the  
 

Table 2. Stereo PIV measurement planes 

Plane Cube angle 
Plane orientation wrt 

the free stream Cases 
A 0° Parallel All 
B 0° Parallel All 
C 0° Parallel All 
D 0° Normal All 

A45 45° Parallel All 
B45 45° Normal All 
D45 45° Parallel All 
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A’45 45° Parallel 5 – 8 
D’45 45° Parallel 5 – 8 

velocity corresponding to displacement of 0.1px, Foucaut et al. 
2004; Westerweel , 2000]) was equal to 0.12m/s, any values 
below this should not be trusted. 

For all planes the number of spurious vectors was always 
below 5% and spurious vectors were replaced using a 3 × 3 vector 
local mean. The particle displacement was in all cases less than 
1/4 of the 32 × 32px interrogation area and a 50% overlapping 
was used, which lead to a spacing of 1.8mm between vectors in 
all dimensions.  

 
RESULTS 
Simulated Atmospheric Boundary Layer 

The measured boundary layer profiles had the same mean 
velocity at the cube height, but different turbulence intensity and 
mean velocity shear profiles (Figure 6). The resulting 
aerodynamic roughness length and friction velocity were: zo=2.6 
mm, u*=0.37 m/s for the High Shear profile and zo=0.12 mm, 
u*=0.2 m/s for the Low Shear one. The velocity at the cube 
height was UH=3.4 m/s, which corresponds to a Reynolds number 
of 24000, well over the suggested limit for Reynolds number 
independence of the flow (Castro and Robins, 1977, Lim et al., 
2007). The velocity well above the simulated boundary layer was 
U∞ ≈ 5.1 m/s for both cases.  

The spectra of the measured velocity field at cube height is 
given in Figure 7, where it can be seen that it follows a -5/3 
inertial subrange slope for more than a decade of non-
dimensional frequency. 

Turbulence intensity in the free stream, well above the cube 
was <2%, increasing towards the floor due to the combined 
effects of the spires and the surface roughness elements. Based on 
the boundary layer mean profile and turbulence characteristics, 
we calculated the model scale factor according to Cook (1978) 
and found it relatively invariable at 1:400, up to a height of ~0.3m 
i.e. 3 times the model height. 

 
Flow around the cube 

Given the limited length of the present paper and the 
relatively large amount of data, only selected results are presented 
herein. Contours of streamwise velocity and measured Reynolds 
stresses for the case where the cube was normal to the flow are 
given in Figure 8 to Figure 11. Measurements from the rotated 
cube test cases are given in Figure 12 and Figure 13. The cube 
height and the freestream velocity measured at a location well 
above the incoming boundary layer are used as a reference values 
to non-dimensionalise the results.  

From the results concerning cases 1-4, i.e. where the cube 
was located normal to the flow, it is found that the flow topology 
along the cube centreline depends strongly on the incoming flow 
shear profile. Reattachment occurs earlier for the high shear cases 
and a saddle point appears on the flow lines in the wake of the 
cube model. Pressure measurements also confirm that the flow 
reattaches earlier in the high shear cases, as shown in Figure 14.  

It is conceivable that as the high shear profile contains lower 
total momentum up to the cube height, the upwash close to the 
cube will be weaker and hence the recirculation region smaller. 
Similarly, the flow in the wake is not as curved towards the floor 

and the saddle point appears in the wake. On the contrary, the low 
shear profile contains more momentum, which is first diverted 

 
Figure 6. Measured profiles of mean velocity (left) and 
streamwise turbulence intensity (right) corresponding to the Low 
and High Shear inflow cases. 

 
Figure 7. Non-dimensional spectra of the velocity at cube height. 

 
upwards, upstream of the cube, creates a larger recirculation zone 
above it and then flows downwards in the cube wake. The above 
explanation is in agreement with Hearst et al., 2016, who found 
that the mean flow around the cube is dominated by the inflow 
shear and velocity at cube height rather than the turbulence 
intensity of the incoming profile. 

The effect of the relatively small openings is seen both on the 
in-plane flow lines (Figure 8) as well as on the normal Reynolds 
stresses contours (Figure 9 and Figure 10). The mean flow 
appears to come out of the openings in the wake and joins the 
wake vortex, which is moved downstream. Streamwise velocity 
fluctuations are increased in the vicinity of the downstream 
opening. At the same time 𝑣′ (Figure 11) and 𝑤′ (not shown here) 
velocity fluctuations decrease further downstream, as a result of 
the openings presence. The effect of the opening is similar for the 
two inflow cases, also in agreement with the pressure 
measurements (not shown here for brevity). 

For the rotated cube cases, it is found that the Low Shear 
inflow leads to stronger conical vortices, probably through the 
same mechanism of intense upwash due to the increased 
momentum of the profile that was outlined earlier. On the other 
hand, openings lead to weaker vortices with a small asymmetry 
between the two. In all cases, the combined downwash of the roof 
conical vortices brings high velocity fluid from the freestream 
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towards the cube, while both vortices turn lower velocity fluid 
away from the cube at the sides (Figure 12).  

 

 

 
Figure 8. Free stream velocity contours on the planes along the 
cube centreline (A, B and C) for the High Shear cases at 0° (cases 
1 and 2). Saddle point location indicated by a red circle. 

 

 

 

 

 
Figure 9. Normalized 𝑢′𝑢′ normal Reynolds stress contours on the 
planes along the cube centreline (A, B and C) for the High Shear 
cases (cases 1 and 2) and for the Low Shear Open case (4) at 0°. 

 

 

 
Figure 10. Free stream velocity contours on the planes along the 
cube centreline (A, B and C) for the Low Shear cases at 0° (cases 
3 and 4). No saddle point observed in the wake. 

 

 

 

 

 
Figure 11. Normalized 𝑣′𝑣′ normal Reynolds stress contours on 
the planes along the cube centreline (A, B and C) for the High 
Shear Closed case (1) and for the Low Shear cases (cases 3 and 4) 
at 0°. 
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Figure 12. Streamwise velocity contours on the plane above the 
cube (B45) for the High Shear cases (cases 5 and 6) and for the 
Low Shear Open case (8) at 45°. The view is from downstream 
and the cube is only shown in the top figure. 

 
Combining the Stereo PIV and pressure measurements for the 

low shear cases, it is found that although the mean and turbulence 
characteristics of the flow are significantly altered by the 
presence of the openings, the pressure on the lee side of the cube 
does not appear to be significantly affected (Figure 14, bottom). 
This indicates that the openings investigated in the present study 
are not 

 

 

 

 
Figure 13. Normalized vorticity contours on the plane above the 
cube (B45) for the High Shear cases (cases 5 and 6) and for the 
Low Shear Open case (8) at 45°. The view is from downstream 
and the cube is only shown in the top figure. 

 
expected to significantly alter the pressure loads on a building. 
However, they could have a measurable effect on the flow around 
it, affecting thus pedestrian comfort. Further research is required 
to determine possible effects on infiltration and ventilation, which 
depend on differential pressure across the envelope. 
 

High Shear Closed	

High Shear Open	

Low Shear Open	

High Shear Closed	

High Shear Open	

Low Shear Open	
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Figure 14. Pressure coefficient distribution along the cube 
centreline (path shown at top) for cases 1 and 3 (middle) 
and 3 and 4 (bottom).  
	
CONCLUSIONS 

The flow around a surface mounted cube exposed to a 
turbulent boundary layer is experimentally studied using wind 
tunnel simulations. Two different cube orientations are examined 
in relation to the upstream turbulent boundary layer and the 
presence of openings on the cube. 

Pressure taps on the cube surface allowed measurements of 
pressure distributions, hot wire anemometry is used for 
characterising the velocity frequency spectrum and stereoscopic 
particle image velocimetry is planned in order to provide overall 
insight of the flow structure. 

Results show that both the inflow shear and the opening have 
a significant effect on the flow around the cube. Given the limited 
extend of the present paper only a limited number of findings is 
presented including the effect of inflow shear on mean flow 

reattachment length, and the effect of the openings and shear on 
flow topology. Interestingly, cases were observed where the mean 
flow was altered significantly by the presence of the openings 
with only subtle changes to the pressure distribution on the cube 
surface.  
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